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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Fresh Haystack, a division of CANDA, is a seamless and modular case management solution that was
born out of years of experience in working with a multitude of enterprise solutions that were expensive,
difficult to navigate, costly and slow to implement. With a dedication to ‘getting things done,’ we knew
there had to be a better way.
CANDA provides services and solutions that offer breakthrough agility with focus on development and
delivery processes that are dynamically updated, modular and secure. Our work includes vast experience
and a proven history in the government marketplace and Fortune 500 companies.

CAPABILITIES

HOW WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE

•
•
•
•
•

We have experience with stepping in tough,
sinking projects, disjointed IT organizations,
with customer service concerns, multiple
priorities and making them not only success
but also referenceable accounts. And we do it
consistently on time and budget.

Case Management Solutions
Continuous Evaluation & Insider Threat
Personnel Security Solutions
Risk / Threat Assessments
Background Investigations Management

ECOSYSTEM

BENEFITS
• ROI
• Protecting:
‐ Corporate Brand
‐ IP
‐ Trade Secrets
‐ Legal Liabilities
‐ Data Leaks
‐ Proprietary Assets
• Compliance
• Privacy
• Configurable Risk
Model
• Cloud‐based
• Security as a Service
• Flexible Licensing
Instant Velocity with a Fresh Approach
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SOLUTION
Personnel Security, Cyber and Insider Threats
are not separate risks that can be effectively
monitored independently. In our modern world,
these three risks are interconnected and must
be addressed with a process that integrates each
risk into a centralized operating picture of your
Enterprise’s overall security.
Failure to integrate your risks can have
disastrous consequences. Analyzing your risks in
isolated silos deprive your enterprise of the
powerful contextual insights provided by
integrated risk assessment and can result in
Edward Snowden‐like disasters. Your
Enterprise’s Risk Assessment must leverage the
inter‐dependencies between your security and
other internal systems. Only then can your risk
assessment be fully understood across your
enterprise by coordinating with your Security,
IT, Legal and Human Resources (HR).
Fresh Haystack is an innovative risk assessment offering that provides an end‐to‐end solution which
places all elements of risk assessment into a single contextual, easy to use and configure, proactive
platform. Fresh Haystack improves operational efficiency by integrating your enterprises risks into a
centralized operating picture while complying with your organization’s regulations, standards, and
allows to review all risks related data discoveries and reporting while respecting employers privacy
guidelines and procedures.
Fresh Haystack not only addresses your current challenges in risk assessment, but actively
anticipates the evolving complexity of the security industry and leverages technologies designed to
adapt to the growing demands placed on security and compliance in the Risk / Threat Assessment
market. Undoubtedly, exponential growth of compliance requirements, cyber‐attacks on the IP, and
corporate and consumer data losses will result in the need to process great volumes of
heterogeneous data from the diverse systems while maintaining sustainability, security and proper
levels of access control. Fresh Haystack is prepared to assist your crucial security needs as they
confront an ever‐changing array of threats.
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VISION

EXPERIENCE
Our organizational experience operating systems across the United States Government and Fortune 500
companies provide us the competence to provide seamless, and uninterrupted, service to your organization.
Additionally, our professionals have worked with clients across both Government and Private Industry to
avoid and anticipate intrusions and leakages. We specialize in managed cloud services that offer seamless and
cost‐effective services delivered on time and budget. Our consulting experts assist businesses with process
optimization by lining, merging and organizing key systems and players.
We help to rationalize interactions between systems and people, introducing solutions to minimize risks,
increase robustness and reach new operation efficiency levels. Our familiarity with all major enterprise and
hardware / software solutions enables us to guide our clients though carefully designed phased strategic
approach to improve operations, yielding a reduction in costs while paving the way for the future growth.
We live and work in age of increasing complexity and security measures. Rise of the social media, cyber
threats for digital predators and other security concerns are increasing the risk of organizations and
government agencies with managing their personnel. As these risks compound our clients are confronted
with frequent requests from regulators and changing policies. We understand the risks and the complexities.
Our team never rests ensuring that we operate world‐class technology infrastructure, thereby ensuring
security, improving your profitability, and your efficiency. We are alert, responsive and supportive of every
customer achieving their ultimate goal of peak efficiency, minimum down times and maximum level of
customer satisfaction.
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